The relationship of symbol and ritual to the 'world-view' of National Socialism has rarely been discussed. In this article however, it is argued that for Nazism, symbol and ritual were essential forms of ideological presentation and reinforcement. The NSDAP reduced political relationships to the workings of an eschatology, constructed upon symbols relating either to the German Volksgemeinschaft or to Judentum. Thereby it was possible to promote a sense of 'internal ' consensus, in opposition to 'class politics ', whilst simultaneously warning of imminent national catastrophy because of the 'Jewish conspiracy'. It was the very character of Nazi ideology, supported upon nebulous concepts such as 'feeling and belief' which determined its means of presentation through ritualized political celebration, where the mechanisms of 'mass suggestion' were consciously brought into operation. And the failure of other 'intellectual' forms of ideological presentation, such as the Thingspiel, supports the hypothesis that symbol and political ritual perfc)rmed the function of mystifying the real social, economic, and political contradictions between the social strata which constituted German fascism's mass basis.
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and honour the sixteen party members who had lost their lives as a result of this abortive coup. With the accession to power of the NSDAP in 1933 however, a radical reinterpretation of the coup was inevitable, since according to the party ideologues, National Socialism could not countenance the notion of even temporary defeat. Nor could it be admitted that arly event connected with the name of the Fuhrer or the party could have been a costly blunder. Thus the defeat of 1923 was turned into the 'pre-requisite for the victory of 1933'.
Naturally the mystification of events surrounding 9 November did not take place overnight. Even during the Kampfzeit many aspects of the 'victorious ' interpretation found their way into the annual ceremony which Hitler and the party leadership performed in Munich's Konigsplatz. But on 9 November 1935 a ceremony took place which illustrates the extent to which the NSDAP had woven a mystical web around the coup, and which also serves to illustrate the inter-relationship of mythos, symbol and ritual which was the hallmark of National Socialism's ideological style. It was the ceremony of the Resurrection of the Dead.6
Late in the morning of 9 November 1935, Hitler and his entourage left the Burgerbraukeller to march to the Feldherrnhalle, along the route used by the putschists some twelve years previously. At the head of the procession was carried the Bloodflag (Blutfahne) which had been carried by the original conspirators, and was 'stained with the blood of the sixteen martyrs'. Hitler ordered a 'Blood-order' to be created, to whom the surviving putschists belonged, and it was their privilege to march with Hitler and the Bloodflag at the head of the procession. The route to the Feldherrnhalle was marked by 240 pylons, each bearing the name of one of the movement's 'fallen heroes'. The name was read out as the head of the column marched past the pylon in question. Throughout military bands played the Horst Wessel march. When the Feldherrnhalle was reached, the service of the resurrection of the sixteen 'Blood-witnesses', present in their recently exhumed state, began. The Volkzscher Beobachter describes the scene:
The dead of the 9th of November (do not lie) in dark graves with sad salutes, but in a beautiful building, in a well-lit hall, under God's free heaven, in brass sarcophagen, in which beat the heart of our revolution . . . We believe that these dead have found new life in us, and that they will live for ever. The belief that our flag is holy: the belief that the Creator has given us and them the strength for work and for victory, and the belief in our sacred mission to which these everlasting hours are dedicated, shows Germany her way forward. We know that out of the inner experience of our movement . . . Thus out of the events of the 9 November 1923, the NSDAP fashioned an inter-related symbol-world founded upon the mythos of a Holy-History to which the 'martyrdom' of the sixteen was witness. However in order to be able to analyse the structure of this HolyHistory, it is necessary first of all to examine the various symbols which 'revealed' its meaning.
The most powerful symbol of the 9 November 'revelation' was the were equally imprinted in the flag symbol. Therefore the Bloodflag, by symbolizing the 'metaphysical' transformation of Germany which had brought about the Third Reich, provided, as we shall see, an essential 'confirmation' for the entire structure of the Nazi mythos. It is not surprising therefore, to discover that the flag or swastika emblem was rapidly embellished with other 'significant' associations which related to the wider aspects of National Socialist doctrine.
The fact that the NSDAP had originally rejected the oldnationalist colours so beloved of the other right-wing para-military formations in the immediate post-war era in favour of the swastika, was claimed as proof by the party ideologues that the movement represented a radical new social and political weltanschauang, in opposition to both 'Reaction and Red terror'. The swastika was therefore presented as the deepest historical expression of the German Volk; as a symbol of profound religious significance for the early leutonic tribes svho were the first to give historical expression to the 'longing for a German homeland'. 14 The swastika or sun-wheel promoted the quality of sun and light; the red backcloth the association of blood and fire.l5 Moller's epic poem 'The Pledge', which accompanied the flag-dedication ceremony, gave expression to this 'most sacred ' quality:
We are sworn to our flag, tor ever. Whoever dishonours the llag will be cursed. rthe flag is our creed, of God and Volk and land. Whoever wants to steal it, must first take our life and strength.l6 Just as the flag derived its 'sacred' character from its analogy to tlle Christian cross, so Hitler derived a significant part of his status by appropriating the messianic qualities of Christ. Two distinct levels of interpretation operated here. On the lower level Hitler was presented as a cultural hero, a political saviour of his people, and the leader of the Volksgemcinschaft (Volk-community Thus the takeover of power and the establishment of the Third Reich as the secular manifestation of National Socialism's 'will to power' provided the basis for the reinterpretation of the events of 9 November 1923. The Munich coup was revealed as a turning point which heralded the coming of a new, historically distinct era. Bohme wrote:
The earth came to an end with your death But with your glory our life began.20
The 9 November was the manifestation of this 'new beginning', interpreted by the party idealogues as a metamorphosis of the (German) human condition. tRhe old world has come to an end, and with the coming of the Third Reich the true meaning of history can be revealed. The lives of those whose sacrifice was a precondition of victory, and those who now experience this victory are transfigured in the symbol of the llag: Whoever follows the flag, lives, And in him live those who died for the flag.2l
We must now examine the question of the relationship of the ideological content of this mythos, as set out above, to its method of representation in the form of ritualized celebration. Here we cannot be comprehensive, but it is possible to demonstrate an internal consistency between the ideological representation of the Nazi weltanschauang, its symbol-world and mythos, and its style of presentation in mass parades and ritualized celebration.
THE COMMUNITY OF THE MASS RALLY
The most obvious characteristic of major National Socialist celebrations, and in particular the Reichsparty-day in Nuremberg, was their monumentality: both in terms of the huge numbers of participants and in terms of the grandiose style of the architectural environment. Hitler's obsession with creating monumental places of celebration for National Socialism was not, however, merely the product of a frustrated architectural vocation. therefore the monumental celebration places of National Socialism did not only lend expression to a desire for bombastic representation. They performed, more importantly, a vital role in providing a carefully planned framework within which the feeling of 'community' could be created, and hence the mechanisms of mass suggestion could operate. The Zepplinfield in Nuremberg for instance could hold almost a quarter of a million people. At one end towered a massive construction of terraces some 400 metres long topped by a white stone column. This centrepiece was flanked by two further stone pillars on which 'eternal flames' burnt. On these three rampart platforms rose a forest of flags and swastika banners which served as a spectacular backdrop to the speaker on the Haupttribune. 25 On the field below the masses were gathered in detachments or columns, themselves as much an architectural feature of the proceedings as the towering stone framework which enclosed them. Precisely because hundreds of thousands were gathered together on such occasions (and Hitler produced ever more fantastic plans for enlarging the 'community ' of the rally ) a framework of massive proportions was necessary to contain them. Thus on the one hand great masses of party members and spectators could be isolated from the outside world within a specifically National Socialist environment full of the sensory impressions of the Nazi lebenswelt. On the other Symbol and ritual under National Socialism 513 hand, the architectural surroundings were designed to concentrate the participants' attention upon the centrepiece of the Fuhrer-stand. On this massive column, placed slightly in front of the main platform, Hitler stood alone, high above the masses like a high priest on a temple wall. His 'message', the word of the movement, was delivered to his followers from this vantage point and heard throughout the arena, thanks to a carefully prepared system of loudspeakers which were placed around the parade ground. Thus the masses were spatially subjected to Hitler's person, the symbolism of his absolute power, and to its ideological prerequisite, the Fuhrer-principle.
It has often been noted that the visual and acoustic effects of the rallies were designed to call forth 'religious' emotions in the minds of both participants and spectators. Henderson, the British Ambassador, described Speer's so-called Cathedral of Light at Nuremberg as 'sacred and beautiful at the same time', whilst FranSois-Poncet, the French Ambassador, spoke of a 'mystical ecstacy, a sort of holy illusion ' which overcame the spectators.26 Goebbels himself frequently talked of the need to emulate the mysticism of the Roman Catholic church at the party rallies. Indeed, if we separate the mechanics of the celebrations (the sensory effects which were designed to stimulate the participants' emotions) from the question of ideological presentation (the mythos of the Holy-History and its symb ol-world) we can see that there is a common denominator, namely the plagiarization and exploitation of traditional Christian imagerzr and its means of ritual consecration. Even a brief look at the methods which the NSDAP used to 'consecrate' its symbols shows how the party ransacked the various religious traditions of the German churches, and reproduced their ritual forms in the political celebrations.
Just as the Bloodflag and much of Hitler's apparent 'charisma' were derived from analogy with the Christian concepts of the cross and the messiah, so the 'holy' symbols of the NSDAP were made significant by a technique which borrowed the means of consecration from existing ritual, and then projected this onto new objects and acts. In practice, this meant that the NSDAP uprooted the sanctifying mechanisms of the church and replaced its holy objects with those of National Socialism. In the speeches of the party leaders the suggestion that the flag is a 'sanctuary', the blood of the fallen is 'holy' and the Reich is 'eternal' are constantly repeated. We have seen then how the various objects which the NSDAP elevated to the status of 'holy' or 'sacred' symbols essentially derived their significance from the plagiarization of Christian myth. Second, that a substantial part of National Socialism's style of ideological presentation -its political celebrations -was unoriginal and heavily reliant upon analogy with pre-existing forms of ritual. And finally that the various political festivals, and in particular Reichsparty-day, were consciously planned and organized in order to project and reinforce, through the mechanisms of mass suggestion and association, the National Socialist mythos and its symbol-world. Yet the so-called Holy-History of the National Socialist movement can hardly be regarded as 'myth' in the sense that it constitutes an 'explanation' or 'revelation' of the world.29 So are the various Nazi symbols merely relevant to the circuitous logic of the 'manifestation ' of the 9 November, or do they relate to the wider aspects of the Nazi weltanschauang, and thereby to an 'explanation' of National Socialism's political task? And if so, why did the NSDAP place such reliance upon this particular form of ritual presentation?
In order to answer these questions it is worthwhile setting out diagrammatically the relationship between symbol, ritual and the Holy-History which has already been discussed. This can be represented schematically as follows:
Holy-History: mythos. In general though, the image of the Marxist-Jew was not presented through the medium of political ritual, but rather through the medium of printed propaganda and film. Indeed it is hard to imagine how negative symbols could be presented ritually within the context of political celebration. None the less it should be borne in mind that the speeches of the political leaders at the major rallies, and in particular those of Goebbels and Hitler, consistently included denunciations of the Jews and threats to take radical action against the 'jewish conspiracy'.32 Equally, the various symbolic attributes which were projected onto this Feind -the notion of a universal satanic threat, the Jew as the soul-less sub-human, as a 'wandering parasite', or as the 'carrier of materialism and artistic aridity', can all be seen as counterparts of the symbol-world attributed to the German Volksgemeinschaft.
This absolute division of the world into antagonistic and mutually exclusive elements -the Volksgemeinschaft and Judentumsupported upon the premises of religious eschatological myth, suggests that there is a structural inter-relationship between the Nazi weltanschauang and its means of ritual presentation through analogy with traditional Christian myth and symbolism. For we have seen that the NSDAP relied not upon the explanatory qualities of revelatory or cosmological myth in order to underpin its symbol-world and mythos, but rather upon the nebulous component of 'belief' when seeking legitimation and support for its weltanschauang. For the masses the exact form of the Nazi millennium remained tantalizingly vague and undefined. Salvation was certainly not to be achieved in the next world, as Christian myth promised, nor was the promise of this-wordly salvation over-elaborated by the Nazi regime once it had consolidated its political position after 1933. Increasingly the NSDAP demanded belief in its holy symbols as such, and the National Socialist 'soldier' was expected to fight and die for 'Flag, Fuhrer and Volk' alone, as the German Fourteenth Army was to discover at Stalingrad.
The National Socialist ideal therefore demanded the qualities pertaining to 'religious' belief, and in particular the non-discriminate fanaticism common to those who believe that salvation is imminent in the coming apocalypse, without offering an authentic myth through which the 'mystery' is 'revealed'. Instead, by exploiting the relevant aspects of pre-existing Christian myth and symbolism, the NSDAP was able to represent and reinforce these 'qualities' through the mechanism of mass suggestion. The closed-in environment of the political ritual, free from contradictory images, and alive with the sensory lebenswelt of National Socialism provided an ideal context for the party leadership to stage-manage this psychological process of identification. It was essentially an attempt to mystify real social conflict, and to reduce political reality to a weltanschauang of 'meaningless' but none the less 'powerful' symbols of unity and cohesion.33 This symbolic reductionism had important consequences with regard to the NSDAP's task of destroying its political adversaries through the means of state organized terror. And, second, it legitimated National Socialist rule through the maintenance of a broad level of popular support or acquiescence, particularly among the middle sectors of German society which had provided Nazism's political base prior to 1 9 3 3.
The increasing.reduction of social reality to the absolute categories of eschatological myth created an atmosphere simultaneously of imminent social crisis and heightened political expectancy -factors which naturally fed upon one another. During the Kampfzeit the NSDAP had identified the twin threats to the German Mittelstandeconomic extinction through the increasing concentration of capital or 'proletarianization' through socialism -as the machinations of one and the same agent, i.e., the Marxist-Jew. Thus National Socialism promised an immediately 'achievable ' Utopia which was free from the abuses of class struggle and 'crisis' or 'parasitic' capitalism, and at the same time warned against the catastrophic consequences of defeat by the forces of Judentum. Tne increasing redvIction of social reality to the workings ot two mutually antagonistic and competing weltanschauangen therefore provided ample justification for drastic Symbol and ritual under National Socialism 517 physical repression of the Feind, since this was an essential precondition for the achievement of the promised Utopia. At the same time an increasing flight into social reductionism based upon the reification of symbols of unity and harmony allowed the form of this utopia to remain sufficiently vague and undefined as to allow for the widest possible degree of social consensus. For a regime whose original support was based upon its promise to create a state free from the abuses of monopoly capital, high-finance and the encroachment of 'modernity', but whose historical role was to oversee an economic revolution in Germany through the rationalization which accompanied re-armament, the degree of flexibility and elasticity afforded by an ideological style which reduced socio-political conflicts and contradictions to the symbols of national cohesion was paramount.
The logic of our analysis of the relationship between ritual and the Nazi weltanschauang therefore suggests that political celebration constituted a fundamental means of both ideological presentation and of political legitimation for National Socialism. It cannot be considered merely as a peripheral phenomenon, as 'irrational' Fuhrer worship, but must be examined within the wider context of German fascism's historical role. Clearly in this article it is only possible to sketch in some of the possible inter-relationships, in a manner which is necessarily schematic. However, if the element of political calculation seems to figure rather large, we can look by way of conclusion to the experience of the Thingspiel movement to support our overall hypc)thesis.
The so-called Thingspiel celebrations were theatrical events modelled on earlier lay productions and written in great numbers by National Socialist authors after 1933. Again the aspect oI monumentality plays a major role. rihe Dietrich F,ckart stage in Berlin held 20,000 spectators, and the event by which it was consecrated, 'The Frankenburger Wurfelspiel', had some 1,200 participants. The architectural model for the Thingspiel was the circular Greek cult theatre, but the stage area was almost always divided into three levels, corresponding to the three stages of the Passion plays of the Middle Ages. These three levels denoted three levels of meaning. The lowest level, the arena, was the entrance field of the common people -the spectators. On the second level stood the worldly powers and severeigns. On the highest level ruled the 'law': 'The highest level . . . is embodied in seven judges, the pc)wer ot true might, the voice of the people, and the expression of that which we Germans conceive of as the Fuhrer.'34 The common people constituted the community of the celebration acclaiming the Fuhrer. their integration into the events was attempted by having the cast stream through the ranks of the spectators towards tlie stage, just as occurred at Nuremberg.
Goebbels went to great lengths to motlld the Thin>gspiel movement
